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S.I.L. NO. 13-560-01

SERVICE INFORMATION LETTER
FROM: JetProp LLC

10 June 2013

SUBJECT: Engine Combustion Chamber Drains
TO: JetProp Owners (JP# 1 to 273)
Background. JetProp LLC recently was made aware of a problem encountered in the field
where the engine combustion chamber drain line was showing signs of heat damage. This
was likely caused by an engine combustion chamber drain that did not close normally.
Normal Operation of the Engine Combustion Chamber Drains. These two drains
located on the bottom of the engine are designed to drain any fuel over board following an
aborted start where fuel was introduced but no ignition occurred. These drains are designed
to close as soon as the engine starts and reaches approximately idle speed. The Pratt &
Whitney Engine Installation Handbook recommends using a 0.25 inch drain line for the
combustion chamber drains which is what JetProp has done. During a recent aircraft
inspection, the drain hose showed signs of heat damage. This lead to performing a
functional test of the combust chamber drains.
JetProp Functional Tests. To functionally check the combustion chamber drains, we
simply connected the drain line to a larger hose by sliding the larger hose over the drain line
and extending it out to the wing tip to get out of the propeller blast area. The end of the hose
was placed in a bucket of water to allow detection of air flow. The aircraft was started while
the outside observer monitored the extended drain hose to determine when during the start
sequence or engine run up that the combustion chamber drain closed. While checking
several different aircraft, we found that there was a variation (from idle to 90% Ng) in when
the combustion chamber drains closed. We also found that the drains closed at a higher
power setting if both drains were run through a single 0.25 inch diameter hose than if the
drains were separated and run through individual 0.25 inch drain lines. It seems that there is
a little back pressure in the hose requiring a higher power setting before the spring-loaded
drains closed.
Operational Impact if Drains do not Close or only Close at a High Power Setting.
According to our Pratt & Whitney technical representative there are no safety concerns with
the combustion chamber drains not closing or closing at a high Ng speed. The small
opening limits the quantity of air exiting and probably would not be detected by the pilot.
However, this does cause a slight reduction in engine efficiency and might be picked up by
Engine Trend Monitoring.
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Figure 1. Original Combustion Chamber Drain Configuration with both Drains Connected

Recommended Action. Figure 1 shows the old configuration of the combustion chamber
drains where the two are joined together to a single drain line. At the next maintenance
event where the top cowling is removed (Note: It is easier if the bottom cowling is removed
but can be accomplished with just the top cowling removed.), separate the drain lines from
the engine combustion chamber drains and run separate 0.25 inch drain lines as shown in
Figure 2 and Drawing 560.08.500 Rev N (Sheet 3). To do this, remove the short
interconnect drain line shown in Figure 1. Replace this line with the new drain line which
can be routed with the existing drain line overboard. Remove the Tee fitting that was used
to interconnect the two drains and replace it with a 900 fitting as shown in Figure 2 and
Drawing 560.08.500 (Sheet 3). Secure the lines with tie wraps or adel clamps as needed.
Figure 3 shows the typical routing of the lines but it may vary slightly from aircraft to
aircraft. Complying with this service letter should ensure that the combustion chamber
drains close and that there is no reduction in engine efficiency. The items required for this
change are shown in Table 1 and can be purchased from JetProp LLC or any approved
vendor.
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Figure2. New Configuration of Combustion Chamber Drain with Individual Drain Lines
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